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Keynote
You don’t have to have a huge garden to grow your own vegetables. Square-metre 
gardening is the exciting new way to start a productive vegetable garden in a low-
maintenance and manageable way. 

Description
Never grown a radish? Never planted a potato? Not sure how to start your garden? This 
is the book for you.

The best and cheapest food is the food you grow in your own garden. One Magic Square 
shows how, with a ten-minute effort, you can start your own productive food garden on 
a single square metre. With simple plot designs starting with salads and gradually
expanding, you can take the first steps into growing your own food organically.

These simple designs allow you to extend by one square metre each season, or pick 
your favourites to add a bit of excitement to your cooking. The magic of square-metre 
gardening is in allowing you keep your garden manageable even as your self-sufficiency 
increases.

Audience
A must-read for people who want to grow their own fruit and vegetables. This book is 
ideal for people who like:
• Organic Gardening, Dowding
• Grow Your Food For Free, Hamilton
• Square Foot Gardening, Bartholomew

Key Selling Points
• Easy plot designs for self-sufficiency in the city or country
• Includes recipe suggestions
• Includes tips and tricks for a successful garden

Sales and Marketing Highlights
• Reviews and articles in national and international media
• Sold well in USA, ANZ and SA, now updated for the UK
• Based on an exciting new technique

Contents

The Author: 
Lolo Houbein was born in Holland and educated at the universities of Adelaide and Papua 
New Guinea  She is well known as an author of fiction and non-fiction, including gardening 
books. Food security - and the absence of it - has been a lifelong preoccupation. 
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Also Available:

• How to use this book
• The salad plots
• The bean plots
• The anti-oxidants plot
• The curry plots
• The stir-fry plots
• The root crop plot
• The pizza/pasta plot
• The herb plot
• The soup plot

• The pick-and-come-again plot
• The rotating mono crops plot
• The onion and garlic plot
• The anti-cancer plots
• Berry plots and hedges
• The pumpkin plot
• The perennials
• Toward self sufficiency
• Tips & Tricks
• Descriptions of food plants


